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Overview
For the last 10 years, online portals have become a standard business tool to engage
channel partners, inform and educate customers, manage member organizations or
function as a content intranet. In 2019 we are seeing portal technology evolving from
disparate autonomous platforms to integrated networks of knowledge where one
master database of content can selectively serve a wide range of vertically or market
focused audiences. Below are some of the hottest trends in portal technology, we are
seeing for 2019.
Portal Networks
Most online portals exist primarily as knowledge
centers. To create a robust customer experience,
portal owners must constantly feed their site with
new content, industry insights, and relevant stories
to keep members engaged. This constant need for
content creates a dilemma for many organizations
who are not set up to generate content in volume
and keep it fresh throughout the year.

§ Add content to a centralized
portal.
§ Connect portals to the
centralized site.
§ Increase efficiency of content
delivery.
§ Standardize portals & their
content.
§ Analyze member activity
across the network.
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One trend in portal technology is to network portals
together so that a centralized hub site can update
any portal that is connected to the hub. This
networking capability allows efficient content
delivery, promotes portal and content
standardization across the network, and analyzes all
portal activity on the hub platform. The main
benefit is that content can be added in a centralized
location that feeds portals belonging to
organizations who lack the staff or skills to add their
own.
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Lean Portals
§ Less features create a better
customer experience.
§ Lean portals hide or turn off
features that aren’t used.
§ Lean portals have simplified
CRM systems to manage
members
§ Customize and launch lean
portals quickly and
inexpensively.
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Back in the day, Salesforce.com was the pinnacle
activity tracking tool for sales organizations. Fast
forward and Salesforce.com has become somewhat
bloated with features that are rarely used and has
morphed well beyond just tracking sales activity. Its
daily function can require significant time, money
and external resources to implement.
Lean portals adopt the philosophy that more
features do not necessarily make a better customer
experience. Lean portals have technology to turn off
or hide features that the user base doesn’t regularly
need. They have a simplified Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) systems and administrative
capabilities that support 90% of the activity that is
needed and bypass obscure features. Lean portals
take days to bring online, not months or years and
don’t always require 3rd-party integration teams.
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Digital Marketing

§ Analyze what members view,
download and share.
§ Increase member
engagement with email
outreach.
§ Automate marketing from
members to prospects and
customers.
§ Create email campaigns so
members minimize marketing
effort.

Portal audiences often extend to members that do
not belong to the company as employees, such as
customers or channel partners. An appropriately
designed portal extends the value and life of the
customer, increases engagement and referrals from
channel partners while at the same time generating
revenue. Portals are now being engineered to
analyze what customers and partners view, then
market to them based on their interests or online
activity.
A trend in portal marketing technology is to build in
services that allow portal members to automate the
way they market to customers and prospects. A
channel sales partner, as an example, can access
email campaigns created in the portal, deliver them
to the members dashboard and allow the sales
agent to personalize and push them out to
customers and prospects without having to do any
further work or customization.
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Application Program Interface (API)
Most portals that are strong in specific areas may
not be built to be a single solution for every
business function. Portals that are focused on
content delivery may not be able to perform
complex administrative tasks and administrative
portals may do a poor job in organizing and
presenting content.
API stands for Application Programming
Interface. An API is a software
intermediary that allows two applications
to talk to each other. An API is the link
that delivers a request from one program
to another and receives a response back.

A trend with modern portals is to have a strong API
allowing them to connect to other portals for
members to move back and forth seamlessly
between activities. This keeps users from having to
login or logout between tasks. Keeping track of
member accounts and login credentials are
generally housed in one portal and delivered to any
other portal when the member transfers to it.

Streamlined Administration
Portals generally come with administrative systems
such as CRMs and reporting tools. The newest trend
in portal technology is to make CRM simple and
streamlined, easy to setup and focused on member
management, versus just sales activity tracking.
Portal owners should be able to easily add the fields
they need and organize them into sections, so they
are presented in logical order.
Portals should come with a complete with a library
of standardized reports, so you don’t have to create
them from scratch. The current trend is to allow the
portal owner to copy a standard report, add or
remove fields and turn it into one that is customized.
Reports should track member activity, deliver data
from the CRM, track email statistics from the portal
or give you data on forms that were filled out.
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Profit Centers
§ Analyze what members
view, download and share.
§ Increase member
engagement with email
outreach.
§ Automate marketing from
members to prospects and
customers.
§ Create email campaigns so
members minimize
marketing effort.

Portals that attract an external audience like channel
partners or customers have the potential to go
beyond just providing knowledge by acting as profit
centers. Revenue can come from sponsoring
companies who pay to promote themselves or gain
access to the portal’s membership. Non-profits or
associations can charge a fee for membership, sell
training, or offer premium content for purchase.
Profit Center Portals need integrated technology that
provides advertising slots such as banners or
sponsored ads, as well as an administrative function
for tracking the inventory of available promotional
slots. An e-commerce engine built into the portal
should be robust enough to recognize different
membership types and charge for them on a
monthly, quarterly or annual basis. The same
payment engine should accept credit cards for other
purchases such as training, specialized webinars or
exclusive content.

Chatbots
Members come to portals because of the
convenience of having unlimited access to
knowledge 24/7. But at the same time, they also
want more customized interactions with the business
and prefer to do so electronically in a portal
environment. This trend is supported by Gartner’s®
analysis that indicate by the year 2020, 85% of
customer interactions will happen without a human.
Portals have discovered the value of adding chatbots
to manage online interactions with portal members.
Chatbots are programs that automatically engage
when they receive a message from a member.
Chatbots can be programmed to respond the same
way each time, to respond differently to messages
containing keywords and even to use machine
learning to adapt their responses to fit the situation.
Portals are adding chatbots to respond to member
questions, direct them to places where they can
learn more and to get instant responses.
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Responsive Design
In the past, portals had a mobile app to work with mobile devices having to accommodate different
display sizes and approaches to how content is laid out on the screen. Today’s portals use responsive
web design vs. mobile apps to bypass these constraints. Responsive web design is a programming
approach that allows portal web pages to render no matter what size screen the user is viewing them
on. It is predicted that over half of web traffic is now from a mobile phone vs. a laptop or tablet, so
being able to size to the device is a must have vs. a nice-to-have.

Summary
The member experience is a key driver in portal technology advancements. Licensing your portal from
a 3rd party provider is the best path to ensure that your portal will continue to evolve and take
advantage of the latest trends.
Network portals to a centralized site for efficient content & marketing delivery.
Portals must be “lean” to turn off or hide unused features.
Digital marketing engages members and allow those members to market to prospects or customers.
APIs connect portals to other technology for single sign on and member management.
Streamline CRMs for member management and have reports that can be customized if needed.
Advertising capabilities for vendors and e-commerce engines to charge for membership or content
to generate revenue
§ Chatbots for online interactions
§ Responsive web design vs. mobile apps to ensure the portal pages render on any size device
§
§
§
§
§
§

Learn More About Convey Portals

Learn how businesses engage partners, customers, employees and member groups with a
Convey Portal
Explore Convey’s Portal Solutions
Schedule a portal demo today

Contact Convey to learn more:
support@conveyservices.com
1-888-975-1382
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